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Thanksgiving Daye of all ye yeare
The Daie, at last is here,
And everie manne—and maiden, too—
Greats ye Thanksgiving cere.
And as ye student hasten home
To celebrate in many ways,
Ye Editors lay down their quills
And wish you best of Turkle Days.

Just at this time, as we are about to enjoy to the utmost of our capabilities our Thanksgiving recess, it may not be out of place to bring up the subject of a longer vacation at Christmas. The petty three days do seem most inadequate for that occasion. We know of no other institution of learning in this country which allows its students so short a holiday recess. The editors feel that they express the sentiment of the student body here when they say that we would gladly have a week added to the end of the year in June if we could be free to spend ten days with our other college friends at home in December. Let us hope that the Faculty may see the matter in the same light.

Hanksgiving, the day of family reunions and of the judicious partaking of the time-honored turkey, is at hand.

The old New England day of thanks comes to professors and students alike, as a welcome change from the exacting demands of Institute routine, and offers an opportunity for the complete relaxation so truly needed.

With the savory odor of the approaching dinner wafted to and fro on the waves of agreeable anticipation, the editors of The Tech, in laying aside the shears and blue pencil for a well-earned respite, extend to all, the heartiest wishes for a period of gay and unburdened festivity, and hope that the cases of chronic indigestion, due to an over indulgence of the inner man, will be few and far between.